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Challenges from smuggled or illegally transported radioactive 
sources with  intention of causing    threats to the society are     similar to the 
radiological emergencies possible from misplaced/lost radioactive sources. 
While large number of radioactive sources are    transported  and are  in use 
worldover, the emergency preparedness and response system is not 
adequately developed compared to that   for nuclear facilities. After  the 
terrorist attack on  WTC,  there is  concern world over about the malicious 
use of radioactive material calling for  improving the   emergency response 
system and  international cooperation for preventing  ill icit trafficking  of 
radioactive sources/material.   
           Extremely sensitive state-of-the art monitoring systems installed at 
appropriate locations and periodic mobile radiation monitoring around 
suspected areas can  be deterrent and can prevent the  illicit  trafficking of 
radioactive sources.  Unless every  nation ensures strict administrative control 
over the sources and  implement usage of  state-of-the art systems and 
methodology for early detection/prevention of  illegal movement  of   sources 
within the territory and across its boundaries, the challenges from the orphan 
sources will remain for ever. The issues and  challenges of man made 
radiological emergencies,  remedial measures and  the methodology for 
prevention and management of such emergencies are discussed here. 

 The threat from an orphan  source depends on  many parameters. 
The   type and quantity of the radionuclide,  physical and chemical  form 
influencing dispersion in  air, deposition, solubility, migration in soil etc., can  
vary  the radiological consequences  when the source  gets crushed 
accidentally along with scrap or is used for malevolent purposes.  Depending 
on the level of environmental contamination,   long term effects of  the 
radiological emergency can significantly vary.  Development of capability for   
quick    detection, assessment and response are essential if     prevention of 
theft/misuse of such sources cannot be ensured internationally. Past 
experiences from the radiological accidents demonstrate the magnitude of the 
possible   acute exposure to   persons and spread of   contamination. On the 
other hand, the   challenges from the dispersion of a Radiological Dispersal 
Device (RDD) are more due to the environmental contamination causing 
panic, disruption and economic loss due to the large scale clean up needed, 
though the    acute radiation exposure and   immediate causalities due to 
radiation will be much  lower.  50TBq (1.3kCi) of Cs -137 (quantity that 
caused  radiological emergency in  Goiania) can be contained in  15 gm and if 
unshielded and undispersed can lead to dose rate of  45Gy.h -1 at 30cm  from 
the source.  For  Cobalt -60, 50TBq can be contained in 1.2gm giving  dose 
rate of 188Gy.h-1 at 30cm and 17 Gy.h-1 at 1m. This can lead to   lethal doses  
to those in proximity. But if  dispersed in an  explosion, these   may not lead 
to an acute  exposure more than few mSv within an area of 60m radius. Even 
at  50mSv, the life time fatal cancer risk for members of   public is ~1 in 400 
compared to  80 persons   succumbing to natural cancer.  Since a dispersed 
source  can contaminate  many buildings/area    l eading to generation of  
large volume of radioactive waste,     strengthening  control over the 
radioactive sources, preventing its  illegal transport    and  developing quick 
response capabili ty are very essential.  
 


